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12 recommendations

to reposition Europe as an expert on content generation algorithms
and a leader in the fight against deepfakes

Abstract
Nowadays, deepfakes appear to be a manipulation tool whose impact on society is still poorly
understood. Their existence and use raise many legal and ethical questions. Despite the laws and
governance rules that may be implemented in response, the inability to detect a deepfake
remains a fundamental concern. As technology continues evolving, it becomes more and more
complicated to identify a fake. Developing a European knowledge on tools for detecting fakes
and authenticating originals appears urgent.
To answer this challenge, the latest Praxis report, Deepfakes & Algorithms, makes twelve
recommendations around four major strategic pillars:
• Making Europe a leader in the fight against deepfakes
• Strengthening the responsibility of platforms at the European level
• Building a regulatory environment adapted to an efficient fight against deepfakes
• Protecting citizens from the impact of deepfakes

Download the full report here:
https://www.clubpraxis.com/publications
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1st Pillar

Making Europe a leader in the fight against deepfakes

1. Support the development and improvement of
techniques for classifying content, whether true, false, or suspect

(fact-checkers, watermarks, algorithms, blockchain), while defining European
standards in the meantime, to support the population in identifying reliable
content.

2. Invest in scientific
generation algorithms, to

research

on

content

enable a better capacity to fight
against them, but also use them for positive applications for society.

3. Foster international partnerships,

mutualize resources to
provide the means for catching up with the leap of China, Russia, and the United
States in this area.

2nd Pillar

Strengthening the responsibility of platforms at the European level

4. Strengthen the responsibility incurred by platforms

(for
instance within the Digital Services Act’s framework). Compel each platform to
set up an internal governance structure for the regulation of its content. Place
each governance body under European supervision, drawing inspiration from the
regulations put in place in the banking sector following the 2008 crisis.

5. Encourage platforms to implement tools to reduce the
impact of deepfakes.
Sanctions such as:

•

A penalty for authors posting false or malicious content in a non-explicit
manner.

•

A clear statement warning the user that the post could not be verified, or
even that it is suspicious.

•

A limit on the number of recipients of a publication.

•

A limitation of transfers to one post per user.

6. Compel platforms to share information they hold on
alleged deepfakes perpetrators with judicial authorities
as part of criminal investigations, with no possibility for the platforms to oppose
any lawful reason for refusal.

3rd Pillar

Building a regulatory environment adapted to an efficient fight
against deepfakes

7. Facilitate legal access for victims of deepfakes,

identity
theft or harassment (to legal remedies and information on their rights) through
the development and visibility of support structures (both physical receptions
and virtual state platforms).

8. Strengthen the existing criminal sanctions

against the
authors of deepfake content and reassess them, taking into account the new
technological and digital environment in which the creation of deepfakes is
made possible.

9. Strengthen at the state, and above all, supra-state levels
(the transmission of information knowing no borders) the
platforms’ responsibility. To do so:
• Develop a supranational organization for police and justice cybercooperation focused on the topic in order to facilitate the exchange of
information between States
• Allow in some exceptional cases, such as the broadcast of clearly illegal
content, to order the permanent closure of a site, a profile, an account, a
page, a group, with no possibility of recourse for the incriminated party
• Limit and legally quantify the withdrawal deadline for illegal content
reported to platforms under the threat of heavy financial penalties
• Require platforms to verify and retain identification data when creating an
account and, in the absence of actual identification of the author, close the
account without delay
• Require hosts located outside of France to designate a representative in France
to take responsibility should they fail to withdraw content reported as illegal
within the legally fixed deadline
• Systematically combine the financial sanctions imposed on platforms with an
advertising measure

4th Pillar

Protecting citizens from the impact of deepfakes

10. Make the fight against deepfakes a European
objective for 2021. Set up awareness campaigns to educate about

deepfakes, their uses, and the associated risks in terms of the misappropriation of
images, voices and videos, while emphasizing the possible applications in
opinion manipulation.

11. Reinforce the responsibility incurred by the
authors. Require each author to clearly signal any deepfake
content as such.

12. Involve employers in the fight against deepfakes.

Encourage them to adopt ethical charters, to inform their employees,
customers, suppliers, and partners of their good ethical practices on the matter.
Encourage the implementation of trainings around deepfakes.
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